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Background

Rankings are prevalent in daily life, from sports to search engine results, and are often incomplete,

top-weighted, and indefinite. Existing measures, such as Bar-Ilan’s ρ [1], Buckley’s AnchorMAP

[2], and Kendall’s τ [3], address (non-)conjoint and (un)weighted rankings but have limitations.

Yilmaz et al. [5] improved these with the top-weighted τAP . Rank-Biased Overlap [4] tackles

non-conjoint and indefinite rankings by accommodating differences in length and assigning proper

weight to ranks. However, the lack of a reference value for RBO complicates interpreting results.

Understanding the factors influencing RBO, like the p-parameter, ranking length, and degree of

conjointness, helps establish a benchmark for expected RBO between independent rankings. This

benchmark is crucial for assessing the significance of observed scores.

Research Questions

The question that this research strives to answer is What is the average Rank-Biased Overlap be-

tween independent rankings? In order to answer this, the following sub-questions have to be an-

swered:

What is the expected RBO between independent rankings when the p-parameter changes?

What is the expected RBO between independent rankings when their prefix length changes?

What is the expected RBO between independent rankings when their degree of conjointness

changes?

In more detail, the behavior of the expected RBO between independent rankings will be inves-

tigated as a function of these variables. Subsequently, insights will be derived to determine, or

at least approximate, a reference value based on the observed patterns across different variable

configurations. This work only focuses on the assumption that two rankings are of equal size, and

that they do not contain any ties.

Example Reference Values for different P and N

Table 1 gives some Reference Values for different P, N , degree of conjointness between domains,

and their sizes. Every simulation used 10, 000 iterations, and is tested 500 times, in order to provide

a mean value, standard deviation and coefficient of variation.

P N Conj D1 D2
E[RBO]

mean sd cv

0.8

5

1 1000

0.003364 7.968e-05 0.0237

10 0.004455 7.375e-05 0.0166

15 0.00482 7.013e-05 0.0145

20 0.00495 6.506e-05 0.0131

30 0.005030 0.00022 0.044

0.9

5

1 1000

0.004155 0.00026 0.064

15 0.007969 0.00025 0.0314

20 0.008782 0.00019 0.0226

40 0.009839 0.00019 0.0198

100 0.010006 0.00019 0.0198

0.95

10

1 1000

0.008025 0.00026 0.0327

20 0.012823 0.00020 0.0162

40 0.017427 0.00017 0.0102

100 0.019876 0.00021 0.0106

0.99

10

1 1000

0.009533 0.00029 0.0306

20 0.018280 0.00027 0.0151

40 0.033102 0.00023 0.0072

50 0.039467 0.00023 0.0058

100 0.063377 0.0002 0.0031

200 0.086579 0.0002 0.0023

350 0.097012 0.00017 0.0018

Table 1. Different E[RBO] when p and N (prefix size) change. At some point, it converges around a value, when N is

large enough.

Trend of E[RBO] when the p-parameter changes

Number of iterations in a single simulation is 10, 000 and still gives room for error. Figure 1a

presents a simulation for specific parameters of P, N, conjointness, Domain1 and Domain2. Co-
efficient of variation is 3.5%. In figure 1b, as p increases, the assumption that the agreement

continues indefinitely becomes more significant, reducing the impact of top-ranked discrepancies

and leading to higher overall scores. Figure 1c presents the trend when domains gets larger, lead-

ing to E[RBO] −→ 0.

(a) Different values for E[RBO].

p = 0.8, N = 10, D1 = D2 = 500.

(b) Growth of E[RBO] when p is

increasing.

N = 10, D1 = D2 = 500.

(c) Growth of E[RBO] when p is

increasing. N = 15, D1 = D2 =
[500, 1000, 1500, 2000].

Trend of E[RBO] when prefix size changes

E[RBO] increases as more elements are sampled from the same domain, with p determining the

growth rate. Lower p values lead to faster convergence, which occurs at larger sizes with higher

p. Convergence starts when a prefix reaches a significant weight threshold like 99%.

Figure 2. Four different plots for p = [0.8, 0.9, 0.95, 0.99], when prefix size changes. D1 = D2 = 1000.

Trend of E[RBO] when conjointness changes

Figure 3a provides different trends. As the conjointness tends to 1, the growth decelerates. The

growth is similar for larger domains (Figure 3b). And for different sizes of the domains, E[RBO]
converges when conjointness = min(D1, D2)/max(D1, D2). If conjointness is fixed, the smaller

domain doesn’t influence E[RBO].

(a) Trend of E[RBO] for different

degrees of conjointness.

p = 0.95, N = [20, 30, 40, 50], D1 =
D2 = 500.

(b) Trend of E[RBO] for different

degrees of conjointness.

p = 0.99, N = 100.

(c) Trend of E[RBO] for different

degrees of conjointness.

p = 0.99, N = 100.

Rank-Biased Overlap

For any i ∈ N, Si and Ti represent the elements at position i. Rank-Biased Overlap [4] between S
and T is defined as the infinite and weighted sum of the agreements at all depths:

RBO(S, T, p) = (1 − p)
∞∑

d=1
pd−1Ad (1)

The weight of a prefix is defined as

WRBO(1 : d) = 1 − pd−1 + 1 − p

p
× d × (ln 1

1 − p
−

d−1∑
i=1

pi

i
) (2)

And finally, RBOEXT is defined as

RBOEXT (S, T, p, k) = Xk

k
× pk + 1 − p

p

k∑
d=1

Xd

d
× pd (3)

Weights of prefixes

(a) A contour map of different weights of tails

based on N and P

(b) Weights of prefixes for different sizes and

different p, chosen for evaluation.
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